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2.1

Models of Belief and Models ofRationaIity

WHEN pe?ple talk about the world, they typically make unqualified assertIons. In ordmary contexts, it is natural to take those assertions as reflecting beliefs of the speaker; if a speaker says 'Jocko
cheated" (as ~ppos~d to 'Jocko probably cheated," or 'Jocko must
have cheated ), we mfer that she bears a fairly simple relation to the
claIm that Jocko cheated-she believes it. This relation often does
not seem to be a matter of degree; either One believes that Jocko
cheated, or one doesn't. I
.
Similarly, when people talk explicitly about their beliefS, they
often seem to presuppose an all-or-nothing notion. Q!1estions such
as "D? you beli~ve that Jocko cheated?" oftentimes seem unproblemancally preCIse. The model of belief that seems implicit in these
cases IS black-and-white: belief is an attitude that one can either
take, or fail to take, with respect to a given claim.
. Of cours~, one also .r;>ay disbelieve .a claim, which is clearly a
different thmg from falhng to beheve It, despite the fact that it is
nar;>ral,:o ex~ress, .e.g., disbelief in the claim that Jocko cheated by
saymg I don t beheve that Jocko cheated." But disbelief need not
be se~n ~s a third attitude that one can take to a claim. Disbelieving
a ~1~Im IS na:urall>,: understood as believing the claim's negation.
Falling to beheve eIther a claim or its negation seems naturally to
be expressed by assettions such as "I don't know whether Jocko

Unqualified assertions may indicate something morc than belief, such as claims to
~owledg~ (One may react to a c,?allenge to one's unqualified assertion by saying, e.g.,
w~n. I beltevethat]ock? c?cated. ) But even on this stronger reading of what assertions
mdicate, they seem to mdicate a state that includes an all-Dr-nothing state of belief.
1

.

'3

cheated." So the model of belief that seems implicit in much
ordinary thought is naturally taken to be a binary one.'
A binary model of belief also fits in very naturally with philosophical analyses of knowledge. Knowledge has typically been seen
as belief-plus-certain-other-things. The belief part has typically
been taken as unproblematic-either the agent believes the claim
or she doesn't--and the main task of the theory of knowledge has
been taken to be that of providing an adequate specification ofwhat,
besides belief, knowledge requires. Even those epistemologists who
concentrate on the justification of belief-a topic close to our
own-have often seen justification as one of the things a belief
needs in order to count as knowledge. Thus mainstream epistemologists of various persuasions have typically employed a binaty
model of belief.
Nevertheless, the binary model does not provide the only plausible way of conceiving of belief. It is clear, after all, that we have
much more confidence in some things we believe than in others.
Sometimes our level of confidence in the truth of a given claim
decreases gradually--say, as slight bits of counterevidence trickle
in. As this occurs, we become less and less likely to assert in an
unqualified way (or to say unqualifiedly that we believe) the claim
in question. But reflection on such cases fails to reveal any obvious
point at which belief suddenly vanishes. At no rime does there seem
to occur a crisp qualitarive shift in our epistemic attitude toward the
claim. This suggests that underlying our binary way of talking about
belief is an epistemic phenomenon that admits of degrees.
Degrees of belief reveal themselves in numerous ways other than
in our introspection of different levels of confidence. Famously, in
confronting practical problems in life, whether about what odds to
bet at or about whether to carry an umbrella when leaving the
2 One might quite reasonably want to avoid equating disbeliefin P with beliefin P's
negation. In that case, one would naturally see discrete belief as a trinary notion,
encompassing three distinct attitudes one might take toward a proposition: belief,
disbelief, and withholding judgment. Since nothing relevant to the present discussion
turns on the difference between these ways of understanding discrete belief, I will
continue to speak of the "binary" conception.
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and actions seem to be explained by degrees of
bebef. Rauonal explanations of an agent's actions typically make
reference to the agent's beliefs and desires. The desire-components
of such explanations obviously depend not only on the contents of
the agent's desires, but on their strengths. And similarly, the beliefcomponents of such explanations depend on the agent's degrees of
confidence that the various possible choices open to her will lead
to. ou.tcomes she car~s about. The common-sense psychological
pnnCiple that underlies these explanations seems to be a rough
approximation of expected utility maximization: in the textbook
umbrella case, for example, the gteater an agent's confidence that
leaving the umbrella at home will result in her getting wet, and the
more strongly she disvalues getting wet, the less likely she will be to
leave the umbrella at home. Thus, a sizable minority of epistemologtsts have approached the rationality of belief from a perspective
closely Intertwined with decision theoty, a perspective in which
degtees of belief are taken as fundamental.
~oth the binaty and the graded conceptions of belief enjoy,
I thInk, at least a strong prima facie plausibility. And each conceptio~ fi~res in apparently important philosophical thought about
rauonabty. Thus, although it could turn out in the end that one (or
both) of these conceptions failed to pick out any epistemically
ImpOrtant phenomenon, we should not dismiss either one at the
outset as a potential home for formal rationality requirements. Still,
this leaves open a number of possible approaches to the objects of
epistemic rationality. One might see binary belief as reducing to
graded bebef, or graded belief to binary belief. In such a picture,
there would be at bottom only one fundamental object of rational
appraisal. Alternatively, one might see two independent (though
undoubtedly related) epistemic phenomena. In this case, perhaps
each would be answerable to its own distinctive set of rational
demands.
Getting clear on this issue is important to our purposes, because
the two conceptions of belief seem to invite quite different kinds of
formal models. The traditional binary conception of belief meshes

naturally with straightforward applications of deductive logic. On
the binaty conception, there is a set of claims that a given agent
believes. The basic idea is, rougbly, that membership in this set of
claims ought (ideally) to be conditioned by the logical properties
of, and relationships among, those claims. As we've seen, deducuve
consistency and deductive closure are prominent candidates for
constraints on an ideally rational agent's set of binary beliefs.
Bv contrast, the graded conception of belief requires quite a
diff~rent treatment. On this conception, there is not one distinctive
set of claims the agent "believes"; instead, the agent takes a whole
rauge of attitudes toward claims. At one end of the spectrum are
those claims the agent is absolutely certain are true, at the other end
are claims the agent is absolutely certain are false, and in between
are ranged the vast majority of ordinaty claims, in whose truth the
agent has intermediate degrees of confidence. The standard formal
models for ideally rational degrees of belief involve using the
probability calculus. Degrees of belief are taken to be measurable
on a scale from I (certainty that the claim is true) to 0 (certaInty
that the claim is false). An ideally rational agent's degrees of belief
must then obey the laws of probability; to use the common terminology, they must be probabilistically coherent.
.
The probability calculus is often referred to as a logtc for degrees of
belief. It might be more illuminating to see it as a way of applying
standard logic to beliefs, when beliefs are seen as graded. The
constraints that probabilistic coherence puts on degrees ofbebef flow
directly from the standard logical propetties of the believed claims.
Consider, for example, the fact that probabilistic coherence requires
one to believe (P V Q) at least as strongly as one believes P. This flows
directly from the fact that (P V Q) is logically entailed by P. In fact, we
can plainly see connections between the natural ways logichas been
taken to constrain belief on the binaty and graded concepuons. The
dictate oflogical closure for binary beliefs requires that

ho~se, our decisions

I

II

an ideally rational agent does not believe P while failing to
believe (P V Q).
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Probabilistic coherence of graded belief requires that
an ideally rational agent does not believe P to a given degree
while failing to believe (P V Q) to at least as great a degree.
Similarly, logical consistency of binary belief requires that
an ideally rational agent does not believe both P and
(PVQ);

~

in other words, if she believes one of the two sentences, she does not
believe the other. Probabilistic coherence of graded belief requires
that
an ideally rational agent's degrees of belief in P and ~(P V Q)
do not sum to more than I;
in other words, the more strongly she believes one of the two
sentences, the less strongly she may believe the other.
The idea that the probability calculus functions less as a new
logic for graded belief than as a way of applying our old logic to
graded belief may be supported by looking at the basic axioms of
the probability calculus. Put informally, they are as follows (where
preP) stands for the probability ofP):

(I) For every P, preP) ?: o.
(2) IfP is a tautology, then preP) = I.
(3) IfP and Qare mutually exclusive, then preP V Q) = preP) +
pr(Q).
The above formulation is quite typical in using the notions of
tautology and mutual exclusivity. These notions are, of course, the
standard logical ones. Presentations of the second axiom sometimes
use "necessary" rather than "a taurology," but insofar as necessity

and logical truth come apart, it is the latter that must be intended.
No one thinks, presumably, that the axioms of probability should be
applied to rational belief in a way that requires "Cicero is Tully" to
have probability I.
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This observation suggests that the import of the standard axioms
is parasitic on a pre-understood system of deductive logic. On any
system of logic, (P & Q) will entail P, and this will be reflected
directly in restrictions on probabilistically coherent degrees. of
beliefs that one may have in these propositions. But the boundanes
oflogic are not entirely obvious. If it is a matter oflogic tha~ oP
entails P, then (OP ::> P) will be a tautology, and oP and ~P WIll be
mutually exclusive, and this will in part determine which degrees of
belief involving these sentences can be probabilistically coherent.
Similarly, when we decide whether, as a matter oflogic, oP entails
o OP, or "x is yellow" entails "x is fl?t red," ~r "x is made ?,f sulfu~"
entails "x is made of the element With atomiC number 16, we wIll
thereby determine the contours of probabilistic coherence. That !s
why the axioms of probability are better seen not as a disnnct lOgiC
for graded beliefs. The probability calculus is most nan:rally ?een as
just giving us a way of seeing how rational graded bebefs might be
subject to formal constraints derived directly from the standard
..
logical structures of the relevant propositions.. .
Now it is true that there are ways ofaxlOmanzmg the probabilIty
calculus that do not separate the probabilistic axioms from those of
deductive logic. For example, Karl Popper (1959) gives an axiomatization for conditional probability that incorporates standard
propositional logic (he intends it as a generalization of dedu~tive
propositional logic). Hartry Field (1977) extends P?pper's t~chm~ue
to give an axiomatization that incorporates predicate IOgtc (~leld
intends not to generalize deductive logic, but rather to proVide a
truth-independent semantics which reflects conceptual roles rather
than referential relationsJ.3 We should be careful, then, about what
we conclude from examining standard formulations of probability
theory (or the formulations used by the theory's developers): even
if the standard axiomatizations are intuitively natural, that does not
prove that the probability calculus is, at the most fun~amen:al
level, parasitic on a conceptually prior system of deducnve lOgiC.
3 The relevance of this point was brought to my attention by a referee. See also
Hawthorne (1998) for further development and related references.
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However, the point remains that probability theoty is in no way
mdependent of the ordinaty logical relations familiar from deductive logic-relatious that derive from important structural patterns
involving 'and,' 'not,' 'all,' etc. The constraints that any version of
probability theoty places on degrees of belief flow from exactly
these patterns. And the standard way ofaxiomatizing probability
shows that, for any of the familiar notions of deductive consistency,
there will be a probabilistic way of taking account of that logic's
structural basis.
For both models of belief, then, the prominent proposals for
imposing formal constraints on ideal rationality are rooted in
logic. But tbe logic-based constraints take quite different forms
for the different models of belief. Moreover, it turns out that the
arguments both for aud against the imposition of the formal constraints are quite different for binaty and graded belief. Thus our
examination of the plausibility of formal constraints on rational
belief will clearly be shaped by Our choice of how to see rational belief itself

proposition that Jocko cheated on Friday's test. Should we see this
graded belief as really consisting merely in the agent's having some
particular binary belief? If so, we should presumably turn our
attention straightforwardly to deductive constraints.
The problem with this proposal stems from the difficulty of
finding an appropriate content for the relevant binary belief.
A first try might be that the probability ofJocko's having cheated
on Friday's test is 0.4. But what does "probability" mean here?
The term is notoriously subject to widely divergent interpretations. Some of these iuterpretations-those of the "subjectivist"
variety-define probability explicitly in terms of graded belief.
Clearly, if graded beliefs are merely binary beliefs about probabilities, the probabilities involved must not be understood this way.
On the other hand, if we understand probabilities in some more
objective way; we risk attributing to the agent a belief about matters
too far removed from the apparent subject matter of her belief. For
example, if probabilities are given a frequency interpretation, we
will interpret our ageut as believing something like: Within a
certain specific reference class (cases where people had a chance
to cheat On a test? cases where people like Jocko had a chance to
cheat on a test? cases where Jocko himselfhad a chance to cheat on a
test on a Friday? ... ), cheating took place in 4/10 of the cases. Yet it
is hard to believe that any thought about reference classes need
even implicitly be present in the mind of an agent to whom we
would attribute a 0-4 degree of belief in Jocko's having cheated. If
probability is given a propensity interpretation, things are no better.
Since the belief in question is about a past event, we cannot say that
the agent believes that some current setup is disposed to a certain
degree to end up withJocko cheating On the test in question. And it
seems quite implausible to analyze our agent's belief as really being
about the way Jocko was disposed to behave at a certain point just
prior to the test.
One could object to this argument that precise degrees of belief
are almost never correctly attributable, and that my example therefore should not have specified a degree as specific as 0-4 in the first

1.1

Unification Accounts

~~ saw above that both conceptions of belief enjoy enough plausibdlty to be worth exploring; and thus that we should not reject
eIthe; o~t of hand. But even putting aside the eliminationist option
of reJecong one of the conceptions as not picking out any real
phenomenon, one might favor what might be called a unification
appr?ach. One might hold that One sort of belief was really only a
speCIal case or specIes of the other: If such a view were correct, it
clearly could help determine our approach to formal rationality.
Perhaps the less attractive unificationist option is to take graded
beliefs as nothing over and above certain binaty beliefS. Let us
consider an example in which a graded-belief description would
say that an agent had a moderate degree of belief--say, 0'4-in the
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place. The agent, it might be held, really only harbored a (binary)
belief that Jocko's cheating was quite possible, but not highly
probable. But while there may be some point behind the charge
that the attribution of precisely a 0.4 degree of belief in this case is
unrealistic, softening the focus here to talk about more vague
probability-beliefs does not address the present worry. The worry,
after all, was that when people have intermediate degrees of belief
in propositions, they need not have any beliefs at all about, e.g.,
frequencies within reference classes, or propensities.
Of course, these examples are based on quick and crude caricatures of prominent objective interpretations of probability, and still
other objective accounts of probability do exist. But for our purposes, these examples serve well enough to show how unnatural it is
to identifY an agent's having a certain degree of confidence in a
particular proposition with that agent's having an all-or-nothing
belief about some non-belief-related proposition about objective
probabilities.
Moreover, it is clear that, in general, people's attitudes do come
in degrees of strengrh. Presumably, no one would doubt the existence of degrees of strength with respect to people's hopes, or fears,
or attractions, or aversions. Yet on the unification view about belief
that we have been considering, strength of confidence would have
no reality independent of (binary) beliefs about objective probabilities. I see little reason to accept such a view. So although this sort of
unification would simplifY matters by turning our attention to
deductive, as opposed to probabilistic, constraints on rational
belief, it seems unlikely that trying to simplifY matters in this way
would be successful.
A more promising sort of unification would work in the opposite
way. We might see binary belief as a special case or species of
graded belief. one would believe something in the binary sense if
she believed it (in the graded sense) with a strengrh that met a
certain threshold. Two variants of this proposal have in fact been
advanced. According to one, binary belief is identified with graded
belief of the highest degree (I); on this account, to believe P is to be

certain that P. According to the other account, the threshold is
lower (and may not be precisely specified); on this account, to
believe P is to be sufficiently confident, but not necessarily certain,
that P. Let us consider these accounts in turn.
The certainty proposal is, I think, less plausible. If the binaty
conception ofbelief derives its plausibility from our habit of making
unqualified assertions, and from our ordinary ways of thinking and
talking about belief, then the plausible notion of binary belief is of
an attitude that falls far short of absolute certainty. We often assert,
or say that we believe, all kinds of things of which we are not
absolutely certain. This is particularly clear if the plausibility.of
the graded conception of belief is rooted in part in how behef
informs practical decision. Insofar as degree of belief is correlate.d
with practical decision-making, the highest degree ofbehef In P IS
correlated with making decisions that completely dismiss even the
tiniest chance ofP's falsity. For example, having degree of belief 1 in
Jocko's having cheated would correlate with being willi~g literally
to bet one's life onJocko's having cheated, even for a triVIal reward.
Surely this level of certainty is not expressed by ordinary unqualified assertions; nor is it what we usually want to indicate about
ourselves when we say, e.g., "I believe that Jocko cheated," or what
we want to indicate about others when we say, e.g., "Yolanda
believes that Jocko cbeated."
Now one might resist taking too strictly our everyday tendencies
to attribute belief in cases such as Jocko's cheating, and still insist
that there is an important class of ordinary propositions about the
external world which we rationally accord probability 1. Isaac Levi
(1991) has argued that we do, and should, have this sort of "full
belief" even in propositions that we come to believe by methods
which, we recoguize, are not absolutely reliable. When we accept
such propositions as evidence, we "add [them1 to the body of
settled assumptions," which are "taken for granted as settled and
beyond reasonable doubt" (1991, I). According to Levi, these propositions then function as our standard for "serious" (as opposed to
merely logical) possibility.
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However, it does not seem to me that we are actually fully certain
even of the things we typically take for granted or treat as evidence.
It is, of course, true that there are many propositions which, in some
rough sense, we regard as settled in our practical and theoretical
deliberations. For example, scientists studying the effects of a new
drug on rats may accept as evidence a proposition such as

If we were to accept this sort of unification, what impact would it
have on the question of formal constraints on rational belief?
Clearly, the fundamental approach to rational constraints would
be the one approptiate to graded belief-presumably, a probabilistic
one. And adopting such an approach would actually automatically
impose constraints on binary belief-in fact, constraints that would
at least come close to the traditional deductive constraints of consistency and closure.' But the status of the (approximation to the)
traditional deductive constraints on this picture would be derivative.
Insofar as the certainty proposal is plausible, then, it argues for taking
a probabilistic approach to formally constraining rational belief.
Perhaps, however, it is more plausible to unify the tWO conceptions of belief by setting the binary belief threshold at some level
below that of certainty. One needn't hold that our ordinary notion
picks out some precise cutoff value ("if it's believed to at least
degree 0.9, it is Believed"); one might hold instead that the border
of binary belief is a vague one. Still, one might develop a model of
rational belief that incorporated a precise (if somewhat arbitrary)
cutoff point, in order to study the formal constraints that might
apply on any such precisification.
.
This sort of unification comes closer than does the certamty
proposal to fitting with our ordinary practices of unqualified assertion and belief-atrribution. By and large, it seems, we do make
assertions and attribute (binary) beliefs in cases where degrees of
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The rats treated with drug D died, while the rats in the control
group lived.
In evaluating hypotheses about the drug, the researchers will
consider various explanations for this evidence--that drug D
caused the deaths of the treated rats; that the batch of saline
solution in which drug D was dissolved contained a contaminant
that caused the deaths of the treated rats; that it was JUSt a coincidence; etc. But they will not consider the possibility that the
evidence proposition is actually false. In an ordinaty sense, this
possibility will not be taken as "serious."
Does this mean that the researchers are absolutely certain of the
evidential proposition? I don't think so. We would not, for example,
expect one of them to be willing to bet the lives of his children
against a cup of coffee on the proposition's truth. And we would not
think that it would be reasonable for him to do this. Why? Because
there is some incredibly small chance that, e.g., the lab technician
switched the rats around to make the experiment "come out right"
What would explain the researcher's reluctance to take the bet
(or our reluctance to call the bet reasonable) is precisely the fact
that the researcher is not completely certain of the evidential
proposition.
But let us put this sort of doubt aside, and consider the consequences of accepting a unification account on which binary belief
was identified with graded belief of probability L It remains true
that the graded conception of belief has within it the notion of "full
belief," or belief with degree I. And one might argue for a kind of
unification (perhaps one that deviated from some aspects of our
intuitive conceptions) by identifying binary belief with full belief.
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4 The constraints imposed on fun beliefs by the probability calculus coin~~e wi~h
those imposed on binary beliefs by traditional ,:onsisrency an~ c~osure condmons m
many ways. For example, one cannot funy believe ~ c~)fltradicnon; o~e mu~t fully
believe tautologies; onc cannot have less than fun belief In (P V Q) whde havmg full
belief in p. and one cannot have full belief in all of P, (P :J Q), and "'-'Q The
divergenc~ can occur in certain contexts involving, infinite sets of~eliefs: For example,
if onc is certain that something is located at a pomt somewhere In .a gtv~n area, but
thinks that all the infinite number of points in the area are equally likely, It rurns Out
that the probability assigned to the thi?g being at anyone point must be 0, and. hence
the probability of it not being at that pOIDtmusr be I. Thus one must have fun behef~at
the tlllng is not at p, for each point p in the area--even though one also h~s full ?elief
that the thing is at one of these points. In this sort of case, then, one has an InCOnSls~ent
(though not finitely inconsistent) set of beliefs. See Maher (I9n, ch. 6.2) for detaIled
discussion of this matter.
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belief are fairly high. Thus, of all the unification proposals consIdered so far, thIs one may be the most likely to be correct.5
On this sub-certainty threshold account, it is not true tbat
imposing probabilistic constraints on graded belief automatically
Imposes deducnve-sryle constraints on binary belief. There's no
rea~on to think, for example, that the set of things a rational agent
beheves to at least degree 0.9 should be consistent with one another.
In fact, quite the reverse is true, for any sub-certainty threshold, as
IS made clear by lortery examples. (Consider a rational agent who
has excellent evidence, and is thus very highly confident (> 0.999),
that a partIcular I,ooo-ticket lottery is fair, and that one of its tickets
will win. For e~ch ticket, his confidence that it won't win is 0.999.
Thus he IS rationally confident, to an extremely high degree, of
each member of an inconsistent set of propositions.) Henry Kyburg
f~mously used this point in arguing against taking deductive consstency to be a requirement on binary belief.6 Others have used it
in the ~pposite .way, arguing that since deductive consistency is a
c?nstralllt on blllary belief, binary belief in a proposition cannot
sImply be a matrer of having sufficient confidence in it.'
I don:t want to.take a stand here on whether Our ordinary binary
conception ofbehefls best understood as referring to a certain level
of confiden.ce. A~though our asser?on and attribution practices may
fit better WIth thIS account than WIth the certainry account, the fit is
not perfect, especially in lottery cases.8 Still, one might well maintain
that o~r talk of binary beliefis ?,OSt plausibly construed as referring
to a. hIgh !evel of graded belIef, and then work to explain away
te~sl~ns Wlth our assertion and attribution practice (e.g. by invoking
pnnclples of conversational implicamre). How would such an approach affect the question of fonnal epistemic constraints?
FoJey (1993. ch. 4) provides a clear and detailed defense of this son of view.
See his "Conjunctivitis," in Swain (1970 ).
7 For recent examples of this argument. see Maher (1993. ch. 6) and Kaplan (199 ,
6
ch·l)·
.8 The starns of our attitudes toward lottery tickets (and related matters) will be
discussed in more detail in later chapters.
5
6
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As noted already, the classical consttaint of deductive consistency for binary beliefs would have to be given up. The same would
then hold for deductive closure: in standard lottery cases, for
example, "no ticket will win" follows deductively from propositions
each of which meets the confidence threshold for belief, but it does
not come close to meeting that threshold itself. As Kyburg points
out, binary belief on such an account could still obey vastly
weakened versions of these constraints. Beliefs could obey the
"Weak Consistency Principle" requiring that no one belief was a
self-contradiction. And they could respect a weak version of deductive closure, the "Weak Deduction Principle," requiring that
anything entailed by a single belief was also believed.
Nevertheless, for our purposes, the important point is that these
weak principles are simply automatic consequences of imposing
probabilistic coherence on the agent's graded beliefs. Weak
Consistency would follow from probabilistic coherence because
contradictions have probability 0, and thus would fall below the
threshold. Weak Deduction would folIow because any logical consequence of a sentence must have at least as high a probability, so if
P meets the threshold and P entails Q, Q must meet the threshold
as well.
In fact, Kyburg points out that somewhat stronger consistency
principles can be imposed, depending on the threshold chosen. If
the threshold is over 0.5, "Pairwise Consistency" follows: no pair of
inconsistent propositions may be believed (though an inconsistent
triad is not ruled out). And in general, as the threshold for belief
becomes higher, increasingly larger sets of jointly inconsistent
beliefs will be prohibited. Of course, even at a very high threshold
(e.g. 0.99), the system will allow large sets (e.g. 101) of jointly
inconsistent belieiS. 9
9

Think of an agent who is extremely confident that a certain Ioo-ticket lottery is

fair; the inconsistent set of beliefs will be 100 particular beliefs of the fonn "ticket n
won't win," along with the general beliefthat one ofthe tickets will win. See Ha~orne
and Bovens (1999) for an interesting and detailed exploration of the sorts of conSIStency
constraints that may be imposed in lottery and related cases, given a threshold model of
binary belief
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Does this show that the threshold view makes a place for significant deductive constraints on rational belief? It seems to me that it
dO,es ~ot. For one thing, it is not dear why "n-wise consistency"
pnnclples should be intuitively attractive, from the point of view of
describing ideal rationality. Of course, there is intuitive reason to
impose the probabilistic constraints on graded belief upon which
the limited-consistency principles supervene. But considered apatt
from the probabilistic constraints, there's nothing attractive abour
prIncIples that one can believe inconsistent sets of beliefs only so
long as they contain at least 17, or at least Il7, members.
Moreover, when one moves to consider closure principles, the
threshold model does not support similar limited versions of
closure. As we've seen, one of the motivations for taking deductive
constraints seriously is to account for intuitions such as the
following:

lesson holds for certainry accounts of binary belief We've also seen
that it is not plausible to unilY belief by identilYing graded beliefs
with particular binary beliefs. Summing up, then, it seems that,
while no unified account of belief is fully compelling, to the extent
that graded and binary belief could be unified, the forn: al constraints that characterize ideally rational belief would lIkely be
probabilistic.
. .
Still given that even the threshold account conSIdered above IS
intuiti;ely problematic, it is worth seeing whether a view of binary
belief that made it more independent of graded belief could provide a home for deductive logical constraints. Such a view would, of
course divorce the two kinds of belief in a fundamental way. But
several writers have advocated just this sort of divorce.
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If an ideally rational agent helieves both P and (P :::> Q) she
believes Q
.
'
Suppose w.e tried to advance a limited closure principle as
follows: If Q IS entaIled by any pair of an ideally rational agent's
belIefs, then the agent believes Q This would seem to answer to the
intuition above. But it would also amount to imposing an unlimited
closure requirement. For any two beliefs will entail their conjunctio~; and, o~ce that is admitted as a belief, it may in turn be
cO~JoIned wIth a third belief, etc., until the agent is required to
belIeve any proposition that is entailed by any finite number of her
beliefS. This is, of course, incompatible with the threshold account
of rational binary belief, as the lottery cases demonstrateIO
Thus it seems that, insofar as sub-certainry threshold accounts of
binary belief are plausible, we should look not to deductive constraints, but to probabilistic constraints, if we are to find plausible
formal conditions on rational belief We've seen above that a similar
10. Ind~d, the burden of Kyburg's (1970) "Conjunctivitis" is to cast doubt on the
ConJun~non rule for rational belief-that if an agent rationally believes P and rationally believes Qshe must also believe (P & Q).

2.3

Bifurcation Accounts

Bifurcation accounts hold that binary beliefs are different in kind
from graded beliefs-that neither is a mere species or special case
of the other. Such accounts may be urged for various reasons. For
one thing, bifurcation may allow for a better fit with some aspects ?f
our ordinary assertion and attribution practices. In lottery cases In
particular, we are reluctant to asser: unqualifiedly "This ticket will
not win"
, even when the lottery IS large. Those who would. tie
binary belief closely with unqualified assertion may take thIS as
important evidence against identilYing binary belief with high
confidence.11 And there are other cases-in particular, those
of apparently rational scientists discussing fairly comprehensive
11 Maher (1993. 134) and Kaplan (1996, 127) e~~cidy s'!pport their bifurcation
accounts in this way. Others, however, see assertabllity as oed to knowledge rather
than belief (see Unger 1975. ch. 6; Williamson 1996; and DeRose I?96). DeR~e. for

example, would a~ribute belief~n lottery cases su~-a.s c?e one d~cn~~?, holdin~ that
unqualified assertlons would be Impr?per because this ticket ~on t WIn would vlOlate
a counterfactnal tracking-style requrrement for knowledge (I.e. you would have the
same belief even if you were holding the winning ticket).
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theories-when unqualified assertions seem to be made about
claims in whose complete truth no one should have very high
confidence, given the history of science12
Moreover, it must be acknowledged that even ordinary beliefattributions seem strained in lottery-type situations. Suppose that
we know that Yolanda holds a ticket in a lottery she knows to be
large, and that she has no special information about her tickec
Suppose we also know Yolanda to be highly rational. We would
not hesitate to attribute to Yolanda a high degree of belief in her
ticket not winning. But we might hesitate to say, flatly, "Yolanda
believes that her ticket won't win." And if we asked Yolanda herself
"Do you believe your ticket's a loser?" it would seem at least
somewhat unnatural for her simply to reply "Yes."ll
If unqualified assertion is taken as a mark of belief, then our
ordinary assertion practices also seem to fit uneasily with threshold
accounts in a way that is independent oflottery-rype cases. Often,
our willingness to make unqualified assertions seems to depend on
aspects of the context quite independent of the likelihood of the
relevant proposition's truth. Suppose, for example, that ten minutes
ago I chatted in my driveway with the neighbors who live on either
side of my house, after which I saw them disappear into their
respective houses. I know that neither had plans to leave soon,
but I haven't been watching their driveways. Someone knocks on
my door by mistake, wanting to speak to my left-hand neighbor
about an upcoming concerc I might well say to the person, 'Jocko's
at home next door." On the other hand, when a doctor knocks on
my door by mistake, wanting to consult my right-hand neighbor on
an emergency life-and-death decision about her relative, I would
not say "Yolanda's at home next door." I might say that she's
probably at home, or even almost certain to be at home, but I
wouldn't juSt say unqualifiedly that she was at home. Some have

used this sort of case to suggest that belief is sensitive to what is at
stake in a given matter, and not just to the agent's degree of
confidence that the proposition is true14
From our perspective, however, the most interesting argnment
advanced in support of bifurcation accounts is not about fit with
ordinary assertion and atttibution practices. It is a more theoretical
one, which applies directly only to rational (or reasonable, or
warranted, or justified) binary beliefs. If the standard deductive
consistency and c10sute constraints apply to rational binary belief,
then it cannot be rational to believe that a given large lottery will
have a winning ticket, while simultaneously believing of each ticket
that it will not win. Now no one seems to want to deny that it can be
rational to believe that a big fair lottery will have a winning ticket.
But various philosophers have devised conditions on justification,
warrant, acceptabiliry, etc., that are expressly intended to preclude
rationally believing of any particular ticket that it will lose, no
matter how high the odds. If we reject the requirement that rational
belief be absolutely certain, it is argned, then only a bifurcated
account can possibly allow for binary beliefs to be made subject to
rational constraints of deductive consistency and closure. Thus
bifurcation views are endorsed precisely because they allow for
rational binary beliefs to be governed by 10gic. IS
Now since the deductive constraints apply only to rational
beliefS, it might be doubted that their application could be used
to argne convincingly for a conclusion about the metaphysics of
binary belief in general. And some epistemologists who have
defended deductive constraints in the face of lottery examples do
not seem to have had metaphysical conclusions explicitly in mind.
Bonjour, for example, holds that in lottery cases one does not have
a fully justified belie(that one's ticket will lose. He points out that a
belief's degree of justification cannot then be correlated with the
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12 Maher (I9n) argues along these lines; his views on theory acceptance win be
discussed in Chapter 4
13 On the other side, though, as DeRose (in correspondence) points out, it would
also be unnarural-maybe even more so--for her simply to reply "No."

14

See e.g. Nozick (1993. p. 96 ff.).

For examples of arguments against sub-certainty threshold views of rational
belief. see Kaplan ('996. 93 ff.). Maher ('993. '34), Pollock ('983). Lehrer ('974> '90 - 2 ).
and Bonjour ('985. 54-5)·
15
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probability of the belief's truth. But he does not explicitly address
the question of whether binaty belief itself--the sort of belief with
which he is concerned-is an attitude that goes beyond having a
certain degree of confidence in the relevant proposition.1 6
It is worth seeing, then, whether a unificationist about the metaphysics of belief-say, a sub-certainty threshold theorist-could
accommodate the deductive constraints on rational belief He
would have to admit that, when an agent's degrees of belief in the
members of the inconsistent set of lottery propositions are each
over the threshold, the agent does indeed harbor inconsistent
(binary) beliefs. However, he would hold that the beliefs in question
were not fuJJy rational (or completely justified, or warranted).
This line seems unpromising to me. Our unificationist must
acknowledge that the agent contemplating the large lottery should
have a high degree of belief in, e.g., the proposition that ticket nO. '7
won't win. But if her having a high degree of belief in this proposition is fully rational, and if having the binary beliefis nothing over
and above having a high degree of belief, then it is sutely something
of a strain to suggest that the binary belief that ticket no. '7 won't
win is not rational in this case. It is, after all, one and the same
attitude toward oue and the same proposition--that is the essence
of the unification approach.
The threshold theorist might try to differentiate between different types of rationality: the agent's attitude might be claimed to be
degree-ra.tional but not binary-rational. Surely there is nothing
wrong ",:'th acknowledging different dimensions of rationality,
and admItting cases where they give different verdicts about the
same object. For example, one might reasonably think that having a

certain religious beJief, or a belief in the fidelity of one's friend,
was pragmatically rational, but that having exactly the same
attitude toward exactly the same proposition waS epistemically
irrational.
Nevertheless, I think that this sort of move will not work in the
present case. For in calling an agent's attitude to.ward a cert~in
proposition irrational one is endorsing a perspecove from whICh
the agent's attitude toward that proposition is undesirable. In the
present case, since binary-rationality is an epistemic notion, the
perspective will have to be an epistemic one.. But it is clear that
there is nothing at all to be said, from any eplstemlc perspecove,
against our agent's high degree of confidence in the proposition
that ticket no. '7 will lose. There is no epistemic perspective from
which her having a lower degree of confidence would be at all
preferable. Thus it turns out that a unifying view cannot accommodate deductive constraints on binary belief by distinguishing
degree-rationality ftom binary-rationality: doing so would deprive
binary-rationality of all normative force.
It seems, then, that the plausibility of imposing deductive constraints on rational binary beliefs does have implications for the
metaphysics of binaty belief in general. Unless we hold binaty
belief equivalent to certainty, the imposition of the deductive
rational constraints requires that binary belief be divorced ftom
graded belief in a fundamental way. Believing a proposition must
involve taking some attitude toward it that is wholly distinct from
one's confidence that the proposition is true.
Of course, the power of any argument that sought to support a
bifurcated metaphysics of belief in trus way would depend directly
on showing independently that it was plausible to impose the
deductive constraints in the first place. Whether this can be done
is a question that will be examined closely in the following two
chapters. At this point, we can say that a bifurcated metaphysics of
belief may find some support in our ordinary assertion and attribution practices, and is a prerequisite to the imposition of the standard
deductive constraints on rational belief.
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l~ In Bon]?ur's description of the belief component of knowledge, there is no
Ob~10US

mentIon of any factor going beyond degree of confidence: "f must confidently
belteve ... , must accept the proposition in question without serious doubts or reservatio~s. SU?jective .certainty is prob~bly roo strong a requirement, but the cognitive
attttude 1n ques~lOn must be consIderably more than a casual opinion; I must be
thoroughly convInced, ..." (1985, 4). I should note that trus description is part of an
a.ccounr for which he claims only approximate correctness; nevertheless, the rescrv3nOD he expresses about the belief component is unrelated to the present issue.
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Putting Logic in its Place
The questions of how, and whether, rational belief is constrained
by logic .are intimately connected with the question of what belief
IS. On eIther ~ graded or a binary conception, logical relations
among proposlUons can be used to constrain rational belief. But
t~e two conceptio~s invite q~ite different ways of doing so: the
bInary conceptIon InVItes the Imposition of deductive closure and
consistency, while the graded conception invites the imposition of
probabilistic coherence.
Bo:h co~ceptions of belief have at least prima facie claims to
descnbIng Important features of our epistemic lives. But the relatIon betwee~ the two kinds of belief is not obvious. Unifying the
two ~oncepoons by seeIng one kind of belief as a special case or
speCIes of the other seems plausible only in one direction (assimilatIng bInary to graded belief). This would leave probabilistic
coherence as the fundamental formal constraint on rational belief
In fact, the more pla~sible route to unification, the sub-certainty
thre~hold appr~ach, IS Incompatible with taking full-blooded deduCtIve constraInts as normative requirements on rational belief.
It see~s, then, that imposi~g the deductive constraints requires
adopong a fundamentally bIfurcated view of belief. the next two
chapters will explore this possibility. Probabilistic ~onstraints, on
the other hand, may find a home on either a unified or a bifurcated
metaphysics of belief; the plausibility of probabilistic constraints
will be explored in subsequent chapters.

3

DEDUCTIVE
CONSTRAINTS: PROBLEM
CASES, POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

3.1

Intuitive Counterexamples

DEDUCTIVE consistency and deductive closure provide atrractive
constraints on ideally rational belief (for convenience, I'll combine
these conditions under the heading "deductive cogency," or sometimes just "cogency"). The constraints of deductive cogency require, as we've seen, quite a specific conception of belief: a binaty,
yes-or-no attitude, which must consist in something over and above
the agent's having a certain degree of confidence in the truth of the
believed proposition. Presumably, if these constraints play an important role in epistemology, this role will be illuminated by an
understanding of what the point of binaty belief is. But before
examining questions about the purpose or significance of this sort
of belief, I'd like to look at some cases that directly challenge the
legitimacy of taking rational belief to be subject to demands for
deductive cogency. I think that the lessons these cases teacb us
prove useful in examining the question of whether the point of
binary belief can motivate a cogency requirement.
Let us begin with a classic case often referred to as posing the
"Preface Paradox."1 We are to suppose that an apparently rational
person has written a long non-fiction book-say, on histoty. The
body of the book, as is typical, contains a large number of assertions.
The author is highly confident in each of these assertions; moreover,
1

A version of this argument was first advanced by Makinson (1965).

